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We've all experienced it -  
 hauling a vacuum cleaner   
 around the house, kicking a 
canister vacuum across the room, 
and walking all the way back to 
untangle a cord. But even worse, 
finding ourselves back at the stores 
every couple years to purchase yet 
another vacuum. 

Installing a central vacuum system is 
the answer to all these age-old 
complexities. And if you are like most 
homeowners in the USA, 

you're probably not too familiar with central vacuum systems. Here are five reasons 
to consider installing a central vacuum system in your home.

#1 - Minimal Vacuum Noise
 Most of us are accustomed to the noisy racket vacuum cleaners make, but with central 

vacuums, the source of the noise, the motor, is located in the basement or garage. This 
means vacuuming can finally coexist with life and may even improve it.

#2 - Super Easy to Use
 Simply take the lightweight hose and clean anywhere you need. Attach any number of 

accessories and clean any surface (even pets) with ease. Parts of the home that are 
hard to clean will never have to accumulate dust again. Get in the tight spaces, brush 
across window shades, reach high to ledges and fans without standing on chairs or 
ladders. 

#3 - Powerful, Deep Cleaning
 The powerful motors in central vacuum systems last longer, remain cooler, and can be 

up to 5x stronger than standard upright vacuum motors. A more powerful motor 
means more suction, which means truly clean carpets.

#4 - Goodbye Portable Vacuums
 Say goodbye to replacing portable vacuums every few years, the constant noise, 

replacement belts, and that awful ‘vacuum’ smell. Say hello to longevity, power, 
quiet and clean.

#5 - Allergy Relief & Cleaner Air
 According to a UC Davis clinical study, allergy symptoms are proven to be reduced 

in homes cleaned with a central vacuum. Since the vacuum exhaust is not located in 
the house, it pulls all the dust and dirt out and away from the home creating fresher, 
cleaner air.
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